Annex
List of organisations in order of appearance

**European Alternatives** is a non-profit organisation that works to promote democracy, equality and culture beyond the nation-state. https://euroalter.com

**European Democracy Lab** is a Berlin based think-tank working towards a more social, politically equal and democratic European future. http://www.european-republic.eu/de/

**Barcelona en Comú** is a citizens platform and political coalition in the city of Barcelona. https://barcelonaencomu.cat

**Marea Atlántica** is a citizens platform and political coalition in the city of A Coruña. http://mareatlantica.org

**P2P Foundation** is an organisation with the aim of studying the impact of peer to peer technology and thought on society. https://p2pfoundation.net

**Ahora Madrid** is a citizens platform and political coalition in the city of Madrid. https://conoce.ahoramadrid.org

**Cambiamo Messina dal Basso** is a grass roots movements and citizens platform in the city of Messina. http://www.cambiamomessinadalbasso.it

**Ne davimo Beograd (Don't let Belgrade d(own))** is a right-to-the-city initiative in Serbia resisting massive redevelopment plans in the centre of Belgrade as well as government corruption https://www.facebook.com/nedavimobeograd/
Human Rights Institute Bratislava, Slovakia is a NGO fighting for civil liberties and rights in Slovakia and the region http://www.ludskeprava.sk/

openDemocracy is an independent global media platform covering world affairs, ideas and culture which seeks to challenge power and encourage democratic debate across the world. https://www.opendemocracy.net

Krytyka Polityczna is a network of Polish left-wing institutions and intellectuals that works on the fields of social sciences, culture and politics to have an impact against economic and social exclusion. http://krytykapolityczna.pl

Eldiario.es is a member financed Spanish online newspaper founded in 2012. http://www.eldiario.es

Abwab is the first Arabic newspaper in Germany launched in 2015. http://www.abwab.eu

DiEM25 is a pan-European, cross-border movement of democrats that works as an infrastructure to democratise Europe before 2025. https://diem25.org/home-de/

Syriza is left-wing political party in Greece, founded in 2004

The Commons Network is a civil society initiative and think-tank working on a local, national and European level promoting access to knowledge and other social and ecological causes from the perspective of the commons. http://commonsnetwork.eu

European Commons Assembly is a process that started in in May 2016 gathering diverse commons activists from 21 countries across Europe participating to develop a shared agenda for the commons. https://european-commonsassembly.eu

Stop TTIP is an alliance of more than 500 European organisations running campaigns and actions against TTIP and CETA. https://stop-ttip.org
Razem is a left-wing political party in Poland formed in May 2015. http://partiarazem.pl

Demos is a civic platform formed in Romania that works bringing people together to debate and organise around the values of democracy and solidarity. https://www.facebook.com/Platforma.Demos/

New World Summit is an artistic and political organisation dedicated to providing alternative parliaments to host organisations that currently find themselves excluded from democracy. http://newworldsummit.org

Democratic Union Party Syria (PYD) is a left-wing Kurdish political party established in 2003 by Kurdish activists in northern Syria. It is the leading political party in the Federation of Northern Syria - Rojava and its cantons. http://pydrojava.com
List of contributors

Renato Accorinti is the Mayor of Messina.

Ramy Al-Asheq is a poet, writer and journalist from Syria, Palestine. He is the editor in chief of Abwab

Esther Alonso is the Marketing and Development Director at the Spanish online newspaper eldiario.es

Victoria Anderica is Head of Transparency in the City Council of Madrid

Miguel Arana is Director of Citizen Participation in the City Council of Madrid

Renata Avila is an international human rights lawyer and a scholar on surveillance and digital rights

Etienne Balibar is a philosopher and a Distinguished Professor of French & Italian and Comparative Literature at the University of California, Irvine. He is member of the Advisory Board of European Alternatives

Oana Băluță and Camil Pârvu are members of the new Initiative Group Demos in Romania

Sophie Bloemen is a policy advisor based in Berlin and co-founder of Commons Network

Daphne Büllesbach is Director of European Alternatives and coordinator of Transeuropa Festival
Giuseppe Caccia is a scholar in History of Political Thought and member of the Board of European Alternatives

Marta Cillero is responsible for Communications at European Alternatives

Claudia Delso is Councillor for Participation and Democratic Innovation in the city of A Coruña

Jakub Dymek is a journalist and analyst of Krytyka Polityczna, Poland

Pia Eberhardt is the spokesperson of the anti-TTIP movement

Laia Forné is Responsible for Active Democracy and Decentralisation in the city of Barcelona

Ulrike Guérot is a political thinker, Founder and Director of the European Democracy Lab. She is professor for European Studies at Donau-University Krems, Austria and member of the Advisory Board of European Alternatives

Sheruan Hassan is a member of the Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD)

Andreas Karitzis is a former SYRIZA member and former member of its Central Committee and Political Secretariat

Alena Krempaska is Programme Director Inštitút ľudských práv – Human Rights Institute Bratislava

Luigi de Magistris is the Mayor of Naples

Robin Mansell is Professor of New Media and the Internet and Head of the Department of Media and Communications at the London

Lorenzo Marsili is the co-founder of European Alternatives. He was founding editor of Naked Punch Magazine

Salih Muslim is Co-Chair of the Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD)
Dieter Plehwe is a senior Research Fellow at the Berlin Social Science Center (WZB)

Adam Ramsay is Co-Editor of openDemocracyUK

Jan Rohgalf is post-doc Researcher at the University of Rostock, Germany

Gesine Schwan is Political Science Professor, a member of the Social Democratic Party of Germany and former presidential candidate

Barbara Spinelli is an author, journalist, and Member of the European Parliament for the GUE/NGL group

Jonas Staal is a visual artist and scholar. He established the artistic and political organisation New World Summit in 2012

Lukas Stolz is a special projects collaborator at European Alternatives

Stacco Troncoso is is the strategic direction steward of the P2P Foundation

Dobrica Veselnovic and Ksenija Radovanović are activists from the Ne davimo Beograde initiative, Belgrade

Peter Weisenbacher is Executive Director Inštitút Ľudských práv – Human Rights Institute Bratislava

Marcelina Zawisza and Maciej Konieczny are members of the Polish political party Razem
Social Sciences and Cultural Studies

Marc Wagenbach, Pina Bausch Foundation (eds.)
Inheriting Dance
An Invitation from Pina

Carlo Bordoni
Interregnum
Beyond Liquid Modernity
E-Book: 17,99 € (DE), ISBN 978-3-8394-3515-1
EPUB: 17,99 € (DE), ISBN 978-3-8394-3515-1

Maik Fielitz, Laura Lotte Laloire (eds.)
Trouble on the Far Right
Contemporary Right-Wing Strategies and Practices in Europe

All print, e-book and open access versions of the titles in our entire list are available in our online shop www.transcript-verlag.de/en!
Social Sciences and Cultural Studies

Gundolf S. Freyermuth
Games | Game Design | Game Studies
An Introduction
(With Contributions by André Czauderna, Nathalie Pozzi and Eric Zimmerman)

Heike Paul
The Myths That Made America
An Introduction to American Studies
available as free open access publication

Pablo Abend, Mathias Fuchs, Ramón Reichert, Annika Richterich, Karin Wenz (eds.)
Digital Culture & Society
Vol. 2, Issue 1/2016 – Quantified Selves and Statistical Bodies

All print, e-book and open access versions of the titles in our entire list are available in our online shop www.transcript-verlag.de/en!